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EMBARK ON A NEW ERA OF CORPORATE TRANSPORTATION 
WITH ROSE TRANSIT - WHERE EFFICIENCY MEETS ELEGANCE.
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INTRODUCTION

At Rose Transit, we are passionately dedicated to the intersection of beauty, comfort, elegance, and technology in luxury 
transportation. Our carefully curated fleet of vehicles seamlessly integrates embedded IoT and connected features to maximise 
passenger comfort and safety, all while minimising emissions for a sustainable travel experience. Welcome to a world where every 
journey is a masterpiece of innovation and sophistication.

Blending Efficiency with Elegance

In a world where time is of the essence, Rose Transit recognises the paramount importance of efficient and reliable transportation 
solutions. Our commitment lies in redefining corporate journeys, ensuring that every moment spent on the road is optimised for 
productivity, comfort, and style. We seamlessly integrate efficiency into our services, allowing you to focus on what matters most 
while we handle the intricacies of your transportation needs.

Your Trusted Partner

As your trusted partner, accountability is at the heart of everything we do. We pride ourselves on upholding the highest standards of 
excellence, reliability, and integrity in luxury transportation. Our commitment to your safety, comfort, and satisfaction is unwavering, and 
we go above and beyond to ensure that every journey with us exceeds your expectations. From the moment you choose Rose Transit, 
you can trust that you are in capable hands, guided by our core values of excellence, innovation, and unparalleled customer service.

A City of Inspiration

Nestled in the dynamic city of Johannesburg, we draw inspiration from its energy and diversity. Rose Transit encapsulates the spirit 
of this bustling metropolis, infusing it into our services to create a seamless blend of functionality and flair. Johannesburg’s spirit is 
reflected in our commitment to adaptability, reflecting the ever-evolving needs of our clients in a rapidly changing business landscape.
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PURPOSE

At Rose Transit, our purpose is to redefine the landscape of 
corporate transportation, transcending the conventional to 
create seamless, transformative, and memorable journeys 
for businesses. We aspire to be more than a transportation 
service – we aim to be an integral part of our clients’ success 
stories, enhancing their experiences through the artful fusion 
of efficiency, elegance, and innovation.

WHAT DO WE AIM TO ACHIEVE?

We strive to set new standards of excellence in luxury 
transportation, blending beauty, comfort, and technology to 
create unforgettable experiences for our customers. 

With our carefully curated fleet of vehicles, cutting-edge amenities, 
and unwavering commitment to customer satisfaction, we aim 
to elevate every aspect of the travel experience and exceed the 
expectations of even the most discerning travelers. Experience 
the difference with us today.

WHAT IS OUR IMPACT?

1. Entertainment Technology

Our vehicles have in-car free Wi-Fi connectivity.
Our clients can enjoy entertainment options, 
such as streaming movies and on their mobile/
portable devices or stream music via the 
vehicles premium audio speakers.

2. Safety Features

Cutting-edge safety technologies include 
AI-powered driver assistance systems such 
as Adaptive Cruise Control to maintain a safe 
following distance and stay within speed limit. 
IoT-connected sensors for collision detection to 
enhance passenger safety and provide peace of 
mind during the journey.
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VISION STATEMENT

To lead the way in luxury transportation, setting 
new standards of sophistication and sustainability.

By harnessing the power of IoT and AI, we seek 
to elevate customer service to new heights while 
minimising our environmental footprint.

We aspire to be the benchmark for excellence and 
innovation in the industry, driving positive change 
and shaping the future of travel.

Through our dedication to technological advance-
ment, sustainability, and customer satisfaction, we 
aim to create a legacy of unparalleled excellence 
and environmental stewardship.

MISSION STATEMENT

Our mission is to revolutionise luxury transportation through the 
seamless integration of elegance, comfort, and innovation. 

With a relentless focus on leveraging IoT and AI technologies, 
along with a commitment to sustainability, we aim to deliver 
exceptional experiences that surpass expectations.

Our goal is to create artful journeys that not only inspire and delight 
but also contribute positively to the environment and society.
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OUR SERVICES

CHAUFFEUR SERVICES
At Rose Transit, our chauffeur services is meticulously designed to cater to the dynamic needs of 
modern businesses. Whether you require swift and secure airport transfers, executive transportation 
for crucial meetings, or flawless logistics for corporate events, we stand committed to ensuring 
a journey that goes beyond mere conveyance. Our dedicated team ensures a seamless and 
comfortable experience, prioritising punctuality, safety, and the overall well-being of your team.

COACH HIRE 
Embark on a journey of unparalleled comfort and convenience with Rose Transit’s Coach Hire 
services. Our fleet boasts a selection of meticulously maintained coaches, offering the epitome of 
luxury for group travels, corporate outings, and events. Immerse yourself in the opulence of spacious 
interiors, modern amenities, and personalised service, ensuring that the journey becomes an integral 
part of your overall experience. Whether it’s a team-building retreat or a corporate conference, our 
Coach Hire services redefine group travel with sophistication and style.

LOGISTICS AND WAREHOUSING 
Rose Transit is not just a transportation service; we extend our expertise seamlessly into Logistics 
and Warehousing solutions. Our top-notch logistics network is designed to optimise the efficiency 
of your supply chain, ensuring timely deliveries and streamlined operations. Additionally, our secure 
warehousing facilities provide a safe haven for your goods, with precision and care at the forefront. 
From inventory management to distribution, Rose Transit offers comprehensive logistics solutions 
tailored to meet the unique requirements of your business. Trust us to handle your goods with the 
utmost professionalism, allowing you to focus on what matters most – the growth and success of 
your enterprise.

WHY CHOOSE ROSE TRANSIT?

UNPARALLELED FLEXIBILITY

Our chauffeur services offers unparalleled flexibility, allowing you to customise your transportation needs according to your 
schedule and requirements.

EXCELLENT SERVICE

At Rose Transit, excellence is our standard. Our dedicated team is committed to providing the highest level of service, 
ensuring a smooth and enjoyable experience for our clients.

EXPERIENCED CHAUFFEURS

Entrust your journeys to our team of experienced chauffeurs who prioritise safety and professionalism. Sit back, relax, and let 
our skilled chauffeurs navigate the roads for you.
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CORPORATE RATE SHEET

Normal hours 
06:00 - 22:00

Zone 1
0 - 15km

Zone 2
16 - 55km

Zone 3
56 - 80km

Executive Vehicle (C-Class) R650 R850 R940

Executive Vehicle SUV (X5) R1,050 R1,300 R1,650

Hyundai 7 Seater H1 R888 R1,350 R1,725

Quantum GL 14 Seater R1,475 R2,100 R2,600

1 ARMED GUARD R3,438

2 ARMED GUARDS R4,125

After hours - 22:00 - 05:59 (An additional R90,00 will be charged for after hours trips )

** Rate may change depending on the distance between the pickup location and the city centre.

Rate includes: Rate excludes:

English speaking Chauffeur Child safety seats - charged at R250,00 per transfer

Bottled Water (subject to availability) Entrance Fees

Public liability Chauffeur / Guide Breakfast

Fuel Dinner and Accommodation

Permitted vehicle Applicable One Way Fees

Toll Fees Delay Levies (waivered airline delay)

Contract Fee Cancellation Fees

Open Road Toll Fees (Gauteng) No Show Fees

Route deviation - charged as applicable After Hour Charges

Other Notes:

• Excess baggage - in the case of there being more luggage than booked for, another vehicle will be dispatched 
(subject to availability) on the same rate as booked.

• Cancellation clause - Any Transfer cancelled within 3 hours of the pick up period will be charged for in full.
• Rate per vehicle not per passenger
• Vehicles are equipped with tracking and management systems
• Passengers are personally met by the chauffeur at the pick up point
• Pre-arranged payment - NO cash transactions during service
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UNIQUE VALUE PROPOSITION

At Rose Transit, our Unique Value Proposition lies in our unwavering commitment to excellence, seamlessly coupled with our 
dedication to consistently strive to create the best experiences at the intersection of elegance and technology. This commitment is 
not just a part of our identity; it is the driving force behind our exceptional services and the unique perspective we bring to the world 
of transportation.

Unparalleled Diversity and Insight

At Rose Transit, we celebrate the richness of diversity in all its forms. Our diverse team brings together unique perspectives,
experiences, and insights, enriching our ability to understand and serve the needs of our diverse clientele. With a commitment 
to inclusion and representation, we harness the power of diversity to drive innovation and excellence in everything we do.

Community-Centric Empowerment

We believe in the strength of community and the importance of empowering diverse voices. Through our community-centric 
approach, we actively engage with and support a wide range of communities, fostering connections, promoting inclusivity, and 
creating opportunities for growth and empowerment. By championing diversity and inclusion, we aim to build stronger, more resilient 
communities where everyone has the opportunity to thrive.

Innovation with Inclusivity

At the heart of our operations lies a dedication to innovation fuelled by inclusivity. We leverage cutting-edge technologies, such as AI 
and IoT, to create inclusive solutions that enhance accessibility, convenience, and safety for all passengers. By prioritising inclusivity 
in our design and development processes, we ensure that our services are accessible and welcoming to everyone, regardless of 
background or ability.

Your Trusted Partner in Diversity and Excellence

As your trusted partner in diversity and excellence, Rose Transit is committed to delivering exceptional experiences that reflect 
the diversity of our world. Whether it’s through our diverse team, inclusive services, or community-focused initiatives, we stand as 
a beacon of diversity, inclusion, and excellence in the luxury transportation industry. Join us on a journey where diversity thrives, 
excellence shines, and everyone is valued and respected.
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